Submission instructions

for

Studies in Logic, Grammar and Rhetoric

SLGR welcomes original, high-quality contributions that have been neither published in nor submitted to any journals or refereed conferences.

The papers will be single-blind reviewed.

Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:

1. Logic
2. Language and Linguistics
3. History and Philosophy of Science
4. Law Theory/Law Philosophy
5. Information Technology
and in Logical Statistical and Computer Methods in Medicine:
6. Artificial intelligence in medicine
7. Biostatistics

The length of regular papers should be between 3000 and 7000 words, and discussion papers (i.e. papers commenting on the articles published in previous issues of the SLGR) – between 2500 and 3500 words long.

Authors should submit papers by e-mail in Microsoft Word or any LaTeX document style, e.g. a4paper (documentclass [a4paper]article). Papers should be submitted to: logika@uwb.edu.pl (and to studies@umb.edu.pl in the case of Logical Statistical and Computer Methods in Medicine). Please send to the editors the scan of the form http://www.degruyter.com/view/supplement/s0860150X_Open_Access_License.pdf, signed by all the authors, via email to logika@uwb.edu.pl

Page format of papers should be A4; text font – Times New Roman, size 12. Line spacing of the text should be single. Additionally, figures should be submitted in separate graphics files (bitmap graphics resolution should be 1200 dpi for black and white line drawings and 300 dpi for color and half-tone artwork; all colors will be converted to half-tones). The figures should be submitted as .tiff, .bmp or .jpg files. Vector graphics should be saved as .emf or .cdr files. All figures should be black and white or grayscale (no color is allowed). All references and citing references should be presented in APA 6ed. style (American Psychological Association, http://www.apastyle.org/).

The journal does not have article processing charges (APCs) nor article submission charges.